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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f~ be a bounded domain of ]R n (n = 2 or 3) filled with a viscous compressible fluid of density 
p > 0 and velocity u. The Navier-Stokes equations for compressible and isentropic fluids read as 
O,p + div (pu) = 0, in D'  ((0, T) × f~), (1) 
0t (pu) + div (pu ® u) - #Au - V (Adivu) + Vp (p) = pf, in 79' ((0, T) × f l)n,  (2) 
ulo~ -- O, p (s) = as "Y, where a > 0 and 3' > 1, (3) 
where f denotes the external forces and the viscosity coefficients A, # are assumed to satisfy # > 0 
and A + 2p > 0. 
Before the work of Lions, very little was known about global existence of solutions to the 
compressible Navier-Stokes equations with large initial data, at least when n > 2. In [1-3], he 
proved a global existence and stability theorem under the following assumptions on the data 
( )° poEL l ( f~)L 'Y ( f~) ,  po>0,  fEL  1 0,T;L2"Y/(~-I)(f~) , fo ra l lT>0,  (4) 
mo e L 2"Y/(~+1) (a)  n and Im°12 E L 1 (Q), (5) 
Po 
where we agree that  Irnol2/0o = 0 on 0~1({0}). Assuming (4), (5), and 
3 9 
3'>-3'o, where 3 'o=~ if n=2 and 3 'o= g if n=3,  (6) 
he proved the following result. 
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THEOREM 1. There exists (p,u) E LloCCc(0, oc;LX(~)) x L2oc(0, c~;Hl(f l ) )  n solution of (1-3) 
satisfying in addition: p E C([O,¢~);LP(~)) if 1 < p < 3', p]u[ 2 E LloC~c(0, oo;L l (~))  , pu E 
C([0, oo); L2~/(~+I)(f~) - w), p E L~oc([0, oo) x ~t) for q = 3" - 1 + 27/n. Moreover, for almost all 
t > O, we have 
a ~ + t 
( lp iu [2+~-~_ lp ) ( t )  9~0 ds~ (#[Uu[2+(A+#)(d ivu)  2  
(7) a .~ t 
However, Theorem 1 does not hold for monoatomic (7 = 5/3) and diatomic (7 = 7/5) gases 
in dimension 3. The restriction (6) appears at the very end of the stability proof, where a 
L2oc([0, c~) x f~) a priori bound is needed to control the oscillations of the density p (see [1,3] 
for details). Condition (6) then stems from the fact that the best available integrability of the 
density is p E L~oc([0, cx~) × ~) for q = 7 - 1 + 27/n. 
In the first section, which is based upon the work of Weigant [4], we build explicit solutions for 
which we describe the maximal integrability of the density. Defining the exponents q. and 3'. as 
3"(3n + 2) - n and 3', - - -  3". = or-i- ~ when n = 2 or 3, (8) 
q* = 2n 3n + 2 
and looking for spherically symmetric solutions in the unit ball B, we obtain the following pro- 
postion 
PROPOSITION. Given any "7 E (1, 3] when n = 3 (respectively, 7 > 1 when n = 2), and q > q., 
there exists Po, u0, and f satisfying (4), (5), and a global weak solution (p, u) to (1-3) in 
:D'((O,T) x B) such that p E L~'oc([O, c~ ) x B) for all r < q and 
foldt /B dx lp(t,x)'q = + oc. 
(0 ,1/2)  
In particular, q. < 2 as soon as 3' < 3',, which gives some evidence that the proof of Theorem 1 
does not adapt to the range 3" E (1, 3'.). Besides. the question whether such radial solutions are 
stable under finite energy perturbations on the initial data is an interesting open problem, even 
when 3' E [3',, 3'0), where L 2 bounds are available on the density. 
In the second part, we give a refined a priori time regularity for the velocity field which 
holds as soon as 3' > n/2. In Theorem 1, the momentum m = pu is shown to belong to 
C([0, c~);L 2e/(~+1) (~) - w). Modifying arguments we used in a previous work for incompressible 
models [5], we prove that the momentum of the Navier-Stokes equations has actually some time 
regularity with values into L 2"r/('r+l) endowed with its strong topology. 
2. RESTRICT IONS ON 7 
Let B = B(0, 1) be the unit ball of ]R n (n > 2). Following Weigant [4], we want to build 
spherically symmetric solutions to (1)-(3) in B. Denoting by r = Ixl the radial coordinate, we 
assume that p(t,x)  = p(t,r), f(t, x) = f ( t , r )x / r ,  and u(t ,x)  = u(t , r )x / r .  Equations (1)-(3) 
then become 
1 
Otp + r---~:y_lOr (rn- lpu) = O, u (t, 1) = 0, (9) 
0r ) p(Otu+uOru) - (A+2#)Or  \ r~_  1 (r~-lu) +Orp=pf .  (10) 
Let us define h and ~r by 
Zn 
h(z )  - (1 + ( t )  = (1 - t )  
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where a • (0, 1) and (l, s) • N2. are to be determined. We require in all cases that 0 < 2al < n. 
Let p and u be given by 
1 ah'((rr) ~r ( h(ar)h' (a)~ 
p(t,r) = rn_l h(a) and u(t,r) = - -  \ r  . (7.1) cr h'(crr)h(a)  
Notice that the total mass is automatically constant in time and that the expression of the velocity 
field u is obtained from the density profile by integrating (9) with respect o r. Therefore, we 
h ave 
p(t, r) = [1 + (1 - t) 2~] ~ [(n - 2al)r ~ + n(1 - t) 2~] (12) 
[r2~ + (1 - t)2~] ~+~ 
2asr(1 - t)2s-l(1 - r 21) 
u(t, r) = [1 + (1 - t) 2~} {(n - 2aZ)r 2t + n(1 - t)2q" (t3) 
In order to check assumptions (4) and (5) of Theorem 1, it only remains to choose the parameters 
(a, l, s) such that the external force f defined by 
(1 ) f=Otu+uOru-p-l(A-b21.t) Or r--~-~_lOr(rn-lu) +p-lOrp 
belongs to L~oc([0, ex~); L2"Yl('r-1)(gt)) n. Denoting n = n(3`-1)/(23`), X -1 = 2as, and y -1  = 2a/, 
we obtain the following constraints: 
n -1 < Y < (1 - N) - I ,  X < Y(1 + ~), and X > (1 - ~)Y + (3' - 1). 
Moreover, let us observe that the maximal ocal integrability exponent for p over (0, T) x B is 
given by X + nY.  Hence, defining q. as in Proposition 1, we deduce that for all q < q., there 
exists a global weak solution (p, u) to (1)-(3) such that p • L[oc((0, oc) × B) for all r < q and 
3. T IME REGULARITY  OF THE MOMENTUM 
Following the method used in [5] for the incompressible nonhomogeneous Navier-Stokes equa- 
tions, we now show that the momentum pu has some time regularity with values in strong 
L 2"~/('y+l) . In view of the energy inequality, we already know that for all T > 0, v/flu E 
L ~ (0, T; L 2 (fl))n, Vu e L2((0, T) x fl) n2 , p e L ~ (0, T; L ~ (fl)), and pu e C([0, T];L 2~/(~+1) (f~)- 
w) n. For simplicity, we only consider the case when f~ = R n (n >_ 2) and f - 0. However, similar 
results hold when ft is a bounded omain or the n-dimensional torus ~n, and when f is integrable 
enough. Denoting g+ : (t,x) ~-* g(t + h,x) for any g E :D'((0,T) x ]R n) and h > 0, we want to 
prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let 3` > n/2 and (p, u) be a solution to (1)-(3). Then, 
A := LTdt  i~ dxplu+ - ul2 < CTh ~, where5 1 1 
- = - - 73`"  04)  
As a straightforward consequence of the above estimate and the strong compactness of the 
density in C([0, T]; LTo~(Rn)) space for all e > 0 (see [5]), we have the following compactness in
time for the momentum. 
COROLLARY. Let 7 >- 70 and (Pk, uk) be a sequence of weak solutions to (1)-(3) with fk =-- 0 sUCh 
OG . ~ . that Pk, y /~uk,  and Vuk are respectively bounded in Lloc(0 , e~, L~(]Rn)), Lloc(0, oo,L2(]Rn)) n
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and L~oc(0 , c~; L2(]~n)) n~ uniformly in k. Denoting by (p, u) any weak limit of (Pk, Uk), then up 
to the extraction of a subsequence, for all T > O, R > 0 and for all positive sequence hk --* O, 
fo T Ipkuk(t + hk, .) dt - pu(t, .)IL2~/(~+I)(BR)2 ~ 0, when k ~ +oc. (15) 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. For fixed T > 0, we split A as follows: 
A <_ dt dx (p + p+) lu+ - ul 2 = A1 + A2 + 2A3, (16) 
n 
where A I= dt dx(p+-p)lul 2, A2= dt dx(p-p+)]u+l  2, (17) 
n n 
and .43 = dt dx (p+u+ - pu).  (u+ - u).  (18) 
n 
3.1 Es t imates  for A1 and As 
Let ¢ e C~(~n) ,  nonnegative, such that fRn Cdx = 1, and define ¢~ by ¢~(x) = e-'~¢(x/e). 
Given g E :D~(Rn), we denote g~ the mollified distribution g~ = g * ¢~ and recall that for all 
v e/-/ I(R'~)'~ 
1 1 1 1 
- - -<-<~,  IV VelLq(Rn ) <~ CqeX-slVV[L2(R~), for all q such that ~ n q 
where s = n(1/2 - 1/q). We first state and prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let r C L°°(O,T;LT(Rn)), r >_ O, and (a, fl) E [0, T] 2 such that a <_ ft. Then, there 
exists C > 0 depending only on T and u such that 
dt dx(r - p) < Ce 2-(n/7) + cel-(~/2r)(f l  - c~) 1/2 + C - . 
'~ JR 
PROOF. Observing that lul 2 - lu, I 2 = 2u .  (u - u , )  - lu - u,I 2, we deduce 
dt dx (r - p) (]ul 2 - lud  2) < Ce 2-(n/v) Ir - IVUlL~((O,T)×~°), 
+ cel-(n/2~) (fl - a)l/2 IPUIL~c(O,T;L:~/(~+I)(R~))I~UlL2((0,T)×R~) , 
( ; ( ) )  JVU[L2((0,T)×~ ) dt ~dxlu l2  , (19) 
< Ce ~-(n/~) + C(fl - o~)l/2el-(n/2"Y) + Ce 1-(n/2~) dt dx (p + r - p)lul 2 , 
n 
and recalling that v/-~u E L~(O, T; L2(Rn)), we conclude for small enough e. 
Therefore, applying Lemma 1 respectively to r ( t ,x)  = p+(t,x) and r ( t ,x)  = p(s,x), and 
using (1), we obtain the following two inequalities: 
A1 <_ Ce 1-(n/27) q-C dt d× dsp(s,x)lu(s,x)llVu~(t,x)llu,(t,x)l, (20) 
, I t  
+Oh dt ~ dx ; dc~ p(c~,x)lu(~,x)ll~'u,(t,x)llu~(t,x)l. (21)  
J t  
Next, the following lemma is needed. 
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LEMMA 2. For h and e small enough such that he -n/2 is bounded, we have 
/oTdt £ dx/~+h d~ p(s,,,)lu(s,x)llVudt,~)ll-~(t,x)l < + c B := C ---~h hi~2 e 
,~ - -  ~n/2 e(n/2"/)+n/2 " 
PROOF. Cauchy-Schwarz inequality provides 
foT fR  ,Itft+h B < dt dx[  ds p(s,x) lu(s,x)] lVu~(t,x)] lu(t ,x ) - u~(t,x)l 
n 
f 
t+h 1/2 
+ChX/21 v/PUlLo¢ (0,2T;L 2 ) IVue IL2(O,T;L ~) , dx a t 
B <_ Che -n/2 +Chl/2e -n/2 dt dxI ds(p(s ,x)  -p ( t ,x ) ) lu ( t ,x ) l  2 , 
j~n  Jt 
B <_ Che -~/2 + Chl/2e 1-n/2~-n/2 + Che-(n/2)B(1/2), 
in view of (21), so that Lemma 2 is proven. 
arguments, we obtain 
(22) 
As a result, estimating A2 following the same 
A1 + A2 ~_ Che -n/2 + C£ 1-(n/2y) + Chl/2el-(n/2"~)-n/2for suitably small e and h. (23) 
3.2 Es t imates  for A3 
Using equation (2) and denoting w the difference u+ - u, we obtain 
f0 dtf dx(p+u+-.u).(w- + dx(p÷u÷-pu). 
A3 ~ Ce 1-(n/:~) IVWIL~((0,T)xRn)Ip+U+ --flUlL2(O,T;L2.,/(.+I)(R~)) 
fOT ~ ft+h X) + dt . dx Jt ds (pu ® u - #Vu -- (A + #) div u + ap ~) (s, x) : Vw( (t, 
loT t+h 
Aa _< Ce 1-(~/2~) + C dt ft 
+ IVu(s,-)lc~(~,,) [Vwdt, .)lc~(~-) + tp'~( s, ")lC~(an) IVw~(t, ")IL~(~)) 
Aa <_ Ce 1-(~/2"~) + Chc -n/2 + Ch 1/2. 
(24) 
Finally we conclude choosing c = h Un. 
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